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ccording to evolu
tionary theory, cri
sis in a natural 
environment may 

pressure species to 
adapt or become extinct. An 

existing population under stress may 
go through a period of rapid change, 
diversification, and experimentation. 
Eventually, through a process of genetic 
trial and error, a new population 
emerges, with characteristics well
suited to the environment. This popu
lation may include members of the 
original species, greatly changed, 
and/or entirely new species. 
WJ A similar evolutionary process 
~ is now occurring in the science 
publishing environment. The com
bined effects of soaring subscription 
prices, shrinking budgets, the explo
sive growth in information produc
tion, and the increasing delays in 
publication time are causing a uni
versal "serials crisis." The print sci
ence journal-long the dominant 
medium for communication among 
researchers and scientists--is under 
pressure, as publishers seek (and 
users demand) more cost-effective, 
efficient and quicker delivery of sci
entific information. 

At the same time, scientists are com
municating over worldwide networks, 
such as the Internet, with increasing 
regularity. They are applying network 
technology to develop new systems for 
exchanging ideas and information 
interactively, instantaneously. 

In response to these changing con
ditions, new species of science jour
nals are appearing on the Internet 
with increasing frequency. Sighted in 
various fields, from t1ntomology to 
electronics, they are beginning to 
attract the interest of information 
professionals and the users we serve. 
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As we consider how best to integrate 
this new information source into 
existing collections and services, we 
face important questions and con
cerns. What are these new species of 
journals and what do they offer? A:re 
they publishing oddities or are they 
forerunners of a new age in science 
publishing? How do we identify them, 
and where do we find them? What do 
we need to access them, and how do 
we use them? 

For this article, I surveyed the sci
ence journals currently published on 
the Internet to find some answers to 
these questions. I identified 25 jour
nals in the pure, applied or behavioral 
sciences (see the list sidebar), and 
examined three in closer detail (see the 
journal profile sidebars). Though each 
journal differs in its scope, format, and 
means of access and delivery, they all 
represent a shared vision of a dynamic 
new medium that transforms the way 
scientists communicate. In reading the 
following pages, keep in mind that any 
answers or suggestions posed are 
bound to change: the network science 
journal is still evolving, and diverse 
new species are sure to appear. 

Beyond the scope of this article 
are a number of important issues
intellectual property rights, ergo
nomics, financial considerations, 
etc.-that relate to electronic publish
ing as a whole. Many of these topics 
are covered frequently in DATABASE 
and ONLINE. 

ANOTEABOur 
NOMENCLATURE 

We have a problem with semantics 
because, at present, there is no 
universally accepted nomenclature 
for full-text documents available 
over computer networks. Discussions 
in the published literature and in 

various network conferences use the 
terms electronic, online, network
based and electronic-networked to 
modify the words text, serial, journal 
or publication. Often the terms are 
used interchangeably, and sometimes 
they carry meanings not entirely 
obvious to the reader. 

For the sake of simplicity and con
sistency, I use the term "network 
science journal" to refer to the 
species identified in this survey. It is 
specific enough to represent all of 
the journals included on the sidebar, 
yet general enough to accommodate 
future developments as they evolve. 

WHAT MANNER OF CREATURE 
ARE THESE JOURNALS? 

It is not easy to recognize science 
journals among the vast sources of 
scientific information on the Internet. 
They may take the form of searchable 
databases, e-mail discussion groups, 
computer files, or hypertext systems 
linking sources from across the net
works. Their units of access may be 
articles, not issues, and they may be 
updated continually, rather than in 
some periodic interval. 

What guided the selection of Internet 
resources for this survey were the 
requirements of quality, authority, 
and enduring value. In other wonls, 
any journal selected had to meet the 
standanls of critical review (usually 
peer-review), editorial quality control, 
universal access, and pennanent archiv
ing that characterize the print scien
tific journal. Were they anything less, 
network science journals would not 
merit serious consideration by the 
research community. 

These criteria eliminate from con
sideration the more informal, less 
quality-controlled sources of scientific 
information available on the Internet 
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today: pre-print databases, electronic 
newsletters, digests, bulletins, discus
sion groups, and so on. Important in 
their own right, they serve a different 
purpose than the refereed research lit
erature. Some of these sources are dis
cussed in Ann Eagan's article "Order 
Out of Chaos: Science Databases on the 
Internet," published in the December 
1993 issue of DATABASE [ ll. 

What remains for consideration are 
many dozens of services and products 
offering full-text-and-graphics access 
to the scientific literature over the 
Internet: 

• purely online journals 

• electronic versions of existing print 
journals 

• bibliographic databases on the many 
online databanks 

• bit-mapped journal pages available 
from various document delivery 
services. 

The latter two Internet resources 
are eliminated because they derive 
only from the print medium. AB expedi
tious means of providing acquisition
on-demand, offering a cost-effective 
alternative to journal subscription, 
they do provide some relief for the 
serials crisis. But ultimately, they 
don't improve, in any significant way, 
the limited capabilities of the print 
medium. It is possible that, as they 
gain increasing acceptance and use, 
journals distributed by document
delivery systems may evolve into 
electronic-only publications. They 
may then be worth reconsidering. 

What remains for study are a modest, 
highly-varied assortment of journals 
produced, to varying extents, for net
work access. Their means of presen
tation, delivery, access and storage 
vary greatly. Most exist in electronic 
form only, with any print equivalent 
a by-product of the electronic pro
cess. A few of the journals are "paral
lel publications: existing in both print 
and online, at least for now. 

While in the thick of an evolution
ary period, it is not easy to tell what 
stage of the process we are in, or what 
kind of species will eventually emerge. 
We don't know if the network science 
journals we see today, now in their 
infancy, are merely forerunners of a 
more highly-evolved species. A look at 

Network Science Journals: 
A Listing Of Titles In Planning Or Production 

Each listing !>""'ides the journal title, publisher, publishing history, and ISSN, wt... available. Unless other
wiM noted, -h entry wa1 verified in the Research Libraries Information Necworic (RUN) catllog. 

Arc:hitronk:: The Electronic journal of Architecture 
Ken1, OH: School of Architectuni and Erw!rormer.cal Design. Kent Siata UnMnity 
1992 • 
ISSN: 1066-6516 

Chicago Journal of Theo~ial Computer Science 
Cambridge, MA: MIT Libraries 
In ckwelof)ment as of 199<1 
ISSN: I01l..Q486 

Complexity International: A Hypermedia Journal of Complex Syaems "-arch Cilnbem. AU: Research 
School of Phy$ical Scleno:es & Engineering, The Aus1raflan National University 
199<1-
ISSN: 1 ll0-0682 
Verified on loatlon on the WorldW'ide Web at ANU's server 
(URL: http://lile.anu.eO.l.au:80/<i/cl.htm9 

Conservation Ecology 
Ottawa, ON: Dept. Biology, Carleton Unive"ity 
ISSN: 1195.5449 
In development 
Verified on location at Harvlt'd Univenity's $<1<Ver on the WorldWlde Web 
(URL: hnp:J/golgi.harvard.edu/jouma1$.html) 

Earlh Interactions: NI Electronic Journal In the Earth Synam Scienc.es 
A joint venture of the American Meteorological Sociecy. the American Geophysical Union, the Ecologlul Sociecy 
of America, and the Oceanographic Sociecy. 
In the plaming naae 
ISSN: not rat avail.Ible 
Verified through direct convwnleation with Keith Seltter, Executive Alsociate Oinictor of the American 
Meteorologk:al Society. 

Ejoumal 
Albany, NY: University of Albany with the State University of New Yori< 
1991· 
ISSN: 1054-1053 

Electronic Journal of Combinatorics 
University of Pennsylvania, Georgia Institute of Technology with the American Mathemadc:ai Sociecy 
1m-
1SSN: none a"3iiable 
Verified on location at Georgia Tech's - on the WorldWICle Web 
(URL: httpJ/ejc.math.gatech.e6.1:8080()oumaVJoumalhome.html) 

Electronic Journal of Diflenintial Equations 
San Marcos, TX: Dept. Mathematics, Sout.,_ Texas St1te Unlvenlty with the University of North Texas 
1993. 
ISSN: I on.6691 

Elearonk: Journal of bperimental Psychology 
Ridgef.,ld, CT: PsychNtK, Inc. 
1'90-
ISSN: 0897-'M 11 

Electr0nia Letters Online 
Institution of Elecmai Enginee" (IEE) ; distributed by the OCLC Electronk: Journals Online Service 
ISSN: 1350-911 X 
Verifled through direct communication with john Pierce, OCLC. 

Flora Online 
S...flalo, NY: Suffalo 11uffum of Science 
1987. 
ISSN: 0692-9106 

Florida Entomolopt 
Gainesvile, FL: Florida Entomological Society with the Florida Center for Ubrary Automation 
In test phase; some sample iS11ues il\lallable 
ISSN: No sepwate number available for electronic ecfltion 
Verified through direct communk:.ltlon with Mark Hinnebusdl, Project Director at the Florida Center for 
Library Automation. 

Interpersonal Computing and Technology Center for Teachina and Technology, Academic Computer Center, 
Geori-own Unlvenky 
1993. 
ISSN: I 064-4ll6 

Journal of Attillcial lmelligeoc:.e Research 
San Mateo. CA:. Morgan Kaufman Publishers 
199J -
ISSN: none available 
Vern....:! on location (gopher to p.gp.cs.cmu.edu). 

Journal of Computing In Higher Education 
...,,herst. MA: Graduate Re.arch Center 
ISSN: 1042·in6 

continU6cl 
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Network Science Journals («rnt111u1 dJ 

journal of Statistics Education 
Raleigh. NC : Joumal of Statistics Education 
199). 
ISSN: 1069-1898 

Modal Analysis: International Journal or Analytical and Experimental Modal Anaiy1is 
lllKksburg, VA. Scholarly Communlcacions Project, Virginia Polycedlnic Institute and Sato University, with the 
Society for Experimental Mechanics 
199) -
ISSN: 1066-076) 

Modelling and Simulation in Materials Science and Engineering 
London, England: Institute of Physics 
ISSN: 0965-039 3 applies only to parallel prim edition 
Verirted on location at lbdc~ffe Science library & Bodleian Library's -
on the WorldWlde Web 
(URL; http://rsto•.K.uk/E-joumals/MSMSE.html) 

New Yori< Journal of Mathematics 
Albany, NY: University of Albany 
In planning stage 
ISSN: To be announced 

Online Journal of Current Clinical T riab 
Washmgton DC: American Assodatlon for the Advancement of Science and OCLC Computer Ubrary Cemer 
1992. 
ISSN: I 059· 2725 

Online joumal of Knowledge Symheslt lor Nursing 
lndianapol!s, IN: Sigma Theta 1'au International 
199'1-
ISSN: I on-7639 

Psyche: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Research on ConsciousneH 
Austr\llia 
1993-
ISSN: none available 
Verifled in Strangelove. p. 73. (3]. 

Psycoloquy: A Refereed journal of P- Commentary in Psychology, Nevroscien<:e, and Cognitive Science 
Washington DC: Amefican Psychological Association, Science Dire<:torate 
1990. 
ISSN: 1055-0143 

SOLSTICE: An Electronic Journal of Geography and Mathematics 
Ann Arbor. Ml: Institute of Mathematical Geography 
1990-
ISSN: 1059-5325 

lJl.vn Quarterly 
Wt:$t Palm 8e..ch. FL: Go<-don Science Publishers with Palm Beach Atlantic College and !he University ol Florida 
1992 -. 
ISSN: I 068-60 I 

the visionary thinking from one expert 
in our profession gjves some insight. 

Anne Okerson, Director of the Office 
of Scientific and Academic Publishing 
at the Association of Research Libraries, 
paints two different visions of the net
work journal in her article "The 
Electronic Journal: What, Whence, and 
When," published in PACS Review in 
1991 [2). 

A conservative vision sees network 
journals as mere digital analogs of the 
print.ed pages, with the added benefits 
of fast, point-of-use delivery and possi· 
ble cost savings. "This electronic jour
nal," she writes, "parallels and mimics 
the current paper journal format, 
except that it may be article- rather 
than issue-based." These journals may 
exist parallel to print equivalents or 
replace them entirely. 
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A revolutionary vision of the net
work journal "offers the potential to 
re-think informal and formal systems 
of scholarly communication, and alter 
them in ways that are most effective 
and comfortable for specific disciplines 
and individuals ... " The "revolutionary 
e-joumal" is based entirely on the net
work, with paper distribution occur
ring secondarily, if at all. It takes fuJI 
advantage of the network medium, 
linking all manner of files, data, graph· 
ics, sound, video, electronic conference 
discussions, datasets, and more into 
an "instant," "interactive," "global," 
"int.ennedia" syst.em. In contrast to 
the print mediwn, it allows researchers 
to express fully their ideas and data, 
without the constraints of time, space 
or place. In this way, the network 
journal has the potential to transform 

fundamentally the way scientists com
municate. 

Okerson suggests that these two 
visions of the network journal may 
represent different stages of an evolu· 
tionary continuum. The conservative 
journal, in her view, may represent a 
possible first step toward transforma
tion. As she notes in her article, " ... the 
moment information becomes mobile, 
rather than static, this transformation 
fundamentally alters the way in 
which information is used, shared and 
eventually created. Changing the 
medium of journal distribution, even 
with so modest, cautious, and imita· 
tive a vision, carries unpredictable 
consequences" [2]. 

Comparing the current population 
of network science journals with those 
envisioned by Okerson, we see that 
most species appearing today lean 
toward the conservative view (see the 
profile of Florida Entomologist for an 
example). A few represent bolder 
experiments with hyperlinked files 
and resources (see the profile of 
Electronics Letters Online). Just a few 
journals, one now online, the others in 
the planning stage, promise to fulfill 
the revolutionary vision of int.ermedia 
(see the profile of Earth Interactions). 
Evidently, we are in the early stages 
in the evolution and transformation of 
the network science journal. 

HOW TO FIND NETWORK 
SCIENCE JOURNALS 

The best place to start is Michael 
Strangelove's Directory of Electronic 
Serials. This popular directory pro
vides essential information for all 
kinds of electronic publications, includ
ing peer-reviewed journals. ·Each entry 
provides the titJe, description, initial 
date of publication, ISSN nwnber, file 
format, distribution methods, sub
scription information, access instruc· 
tions for back files, etc. Older versioru; 
of the complet.e Strangelove file are 
available on the networks, by sending 
mail to listserv@uottawa or listserv@ 
acadvml. uottowa.ca with the message: 

GET EJOURNL1 DIRECTORY 
GET EJOURNL2 DIRECTORY 

An abridged version of Strangelove's 
directory is also included in the print 
Directory of Electronic Journals, News
letters and Arodemic Discussion Lists 
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FIGURE 1 
Searching veronica on the Terms "Ulam Quarterly" 

Turned up Several gopher Sites Where the Journal is Archived 
· on the Internet. 

Internet Gopher Information Client 2.0 p11 o 
Veronica server at UNR: ulam quarterly 

-> 1. Ulam Quartarly/ 
2. Ulam Quarterly/ 
3. Ulam Quarterly. 
4. Ulam Quartel'ly/ 

Pren ? ror Help, q 10 Quit, u to go up a menu Receiving Dlrectol'y.J 

Internet GOf)har Information Cllent 2.0 pl10 

Utam Qu.-terly 

-> 1. About ULAM. 
2. ULAM, 1992, Issue 1. 
3. ULAM, 1992, lssua 2. 
4. Volume 11 
5. ulam.tex. 

Press ? for Help, q 10 Quit, u to go up a menu Page: 111 

.................. .._ ........................................ . 
Ulam Quarterly 

You wlll find lhe Journal In several dlrectoltn. vorume 1 1.-1 Is In the directory 
vo1ume111ssue1. Within lhose directories you wlll find bOlh Tex, •.tex, flies and Postscript, 
•.pa, fllea. The lllenames and the contents are given below for VOiume 1 lasue ff 

Title Page 
tltle.tex 

tllle.ps 

Table of Contents 
cont.lex 

cont.ps 

Magnus' Method In the Theory of Free Groups N. Jacobson 
,Jacob.tax 

JBCOb.ps 

Products of Symbol Algebras That Ramify Only on a 
NOl191ngular Plane Elliptic Curve 

Timothy J. Ford 
ford.lex 

ford.pl 

A Vector Measure Approach to the Optional 
S.ochastlc Integral 

James K. Brooka and David Neal 
brooka.tex 

brooks.ps 

on Flbratlons of Cyllndel'llke surfaces 
cassandrs Cox 

cox.lex 
cox.pa 

[PageDown: <SPACE>] [Help:?] [Exit: u) 

available from the Association of 
Research Libraries [3]. As with any 
print directory of electronic resources, 
however, this publfoation may become 
out-of-date quickly. 

II The most up-to-date sources of 
information about network jour

nals are, not surprisingly, on the 
Internet. Two electronic discussion 
groups focus primarily on electronic 
journals. The list NewJour-L@e..math. 
a.ms.org, coordinated by the Association 
of Research Libraries, is the plaoe for 
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announcements of ~newly planned, 
newly issued, or revised ELEC
TRONIC NETWORKED journaJs or 
newsletters" [4]. The list vpiejl@vtvml. 
cc.vt.edu, moderated by James Powell 
at VPI's Center for Scholarly Com· 
munications, addresses issues concern
ing e-joumal publishing, archives and 
access. The group serialst@uvmvm 
covers the technical issues of electronic 
journal publishing. 

Discussion groups designed for 
specific subject areas are also a good 

source of information about new 
electronic journals in a particular 
field. For example, I learned about 
a new electronic journal in earth 
systems science from a posting on 
iamslic@ucsd.edu, a discussion group 
for the International Association of 
Aquatic and Marine Science Libraries 
and Information Centers. I was 
then able to contact the publisher, 
the American Meteorological Society, 
to get a complete description and 
title for the journal Earth Inter
actions, profiled in this article. 

Another source of electronic journal 
information is the network journal 
&JOURNAL. Issues are delivered free 
to subscribers through electronic mail. 
Send subscription request.a via BIT
NET to listserv@albany, or via Internet 
to: listserv@albany.edu. In the message 
field, type: subscribe ej rnl. To get a 
list of back issues, send a message to 
listserv@albany with the message: get 
ejrnl contents [3]. 

One can also identify titles of inter
est by browsing through the subject· 
oriented collection at CICNET's 
centralized archive of public-domain 
electronic journals and newsletters. 
The Uniform Resource Locator (URL) 
for the CICNET gopher is: gopher:// 
gopher.cic.net:70/11/e-serials. To learn 
more about the CICNET and its elec
tronic journal archive, you may read 
the introductory mes available on 
their gopher: "Revised Proposal to 
Develop a Centralized CIC Archive of 
Electronic Journals and Newsletters" 
(URL: gopher:// gopher.cic.net:70/00/e
serial s/a bout/cicnet. pro. gz) and 
"A Chronology About the History 
of the Collection" (URL: gopherJ/ 
gopher.cic.net:70/00/e-serials/aboutJ 
History.gz). 

If you still can't locate a journal 
of interest, and it is in the public 
domain, you may find it using a 
navigational tool, such as archie or 
veronica. A veronica search on the 
keywords "Ulam Quarterly" turned 
up several entries, as shown in 
Figure 1. One of the sites veronica 
will inevitably locate is the CIC
NET archive, since it provides 
access for all network journals in 
the public domain. 

These systematic methods are effec· 
tive in finding many titles, but for oth
ers it's a matter of serendipity. For 
example, while prospecting on a World-
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Wide Web site offered by Harvard's 
Department of Biology (URL: http:// 
go]gi.harvard.edu/biopages.html), I 
found a home page for the journal 
Conservation Ecology, now under 
development, with an expected first 
issue in Fall 1995. At another site, I 
discovered the journal, Modeling and 
Simulation in Materials Science and 
Engineering, available for keyword 
searching, browsing, and download
ing at the Radcliffe Science Library 
and Bodleian Library Web server at 
the University of Oxford, England 
<URL: http://rsl.ox.ac. uk/E-journals/ 
MSMSE.html). 

To verify bibliographic details 
about network science journals, one 
may search the research-oriented 
online catalog of RLIN, the Research 
Libraries Information Network. A 
title search in RLIN retrieved 
records for 15 of the titles surveyed 
in this article (note that all had ISSN 
numbers). Moreover, many records 
included not only the bibliographic 
data, but also helpful notes including 
means of access and me format. See 
Figure 2 for an example of the RLIN 

FIGURE2 
The RLIN Record for the Electronic Joumal of Differential 

Equations, Showing Complet.e AcceBB Information and 
Syst.em Requirements. 

TITLE: Electronlc journal of differential equations [computer file) 1993101· 

PUBLISHED: [san Marcoe, Tilt. : Publllhe<:I JolnUy by Iha DepL Of Mathematk;a, 
southwest Texa SIBie University, and the Dept. of Mathematica, 
UnlYenllty Of North Texas, C1993-

PHYSICAL DETAILS: y. 

OTHER AUTHORS: Soulhwelll Texas State University. Dept. of Mathematica. 
Unhrerslty or North Texas. Dept. of Ma1hemallc11. 

ABBREVIATED TITLE: Electr. j. dltfef. equ. 

OTHER TITLES: EJOE. 

SUBJECTS: Differential equatlon&-Periodlcala. 

NOTES: Irregular. 
Mode of ac:c:ess: Available onllne through Internet via FTP (login: ftp), gopher, and 

telnet (login: edje) to "ejde.math.swt.edu" or 10 
"eJde.math.unLedu". 

System requirements: VT100 emulation; ablllty to display and/or 
print telll and postscript files.. Identical electronk: texts are Orig! 

nated and maintained onllne at 
Southwes1 Telllll SIBie Unlvenllty and at the UnMnlty of 
North Te-. Description balled on: onUne "Scope and 
dissemination" lnfOnnallon. 

CONSER: 93-2021 
ISSN: 1072-9691 
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Profile-Earth Interactions 

An ecologist ~ing the effects of atmospheric mercury deposition on 
Midwest rMirs logs onto her neiwork-connected worlcstation to read articles 
from the primary journal in her field. With a keyword search she retrievl!s a rel
evant paper just published and delivered to the system. She navigates between 
windows af teXt, desaibing a complex data processing technique and a three
dimensional, animated visualization of the model. She then downbads to her 
PC. the modeling software described in the ill'tide and selects one of the large 
sets of global satellite data hypertinked to the article. After replicating the pub
lished results on her own worklw:ion. st. extendl the res.-ch by applyfl& her -n pn>C8$Sing to the dataset She thoen fil'lllllzes the results af her work and 
submits a "manuscript" electronically to the jolKTial. Afwr a few weeks of peer
review, editing, and linal revision, the article is accepted by the journal editors 
and immediately added to the colleaion of articles accessible to subscribers. 

The journal uses the ful capabilities af the network medium to encourace 
authors to express their research results fully and to invite readen to apply 
and Interact with the information immediately. Is network journal publishing 
close to realizing this vision? 

Keith Seitter. Associate Executive Director of the American 
Meteorological Society (AMS), believes it is. In con;unction with three other 
scientific societies, AMS is planning to publish Earth Interactions, a network 
ioumal focusing on global chan&e (Refer to the sidebar listing titles for 
details). Recognizing that scientists in this field rely heavily on complex pro
cessing techniques, computer visualization, and enormous, interrelated 
datasets, the publishers intend the journal "to take advantage of the capabil
ities of the ele('(ronlc medium for display and interaction that are being used 
by the scientifK community but cannot be incorporated into traditional paper 
publications [I OJ." 

Delivery Methods 

To accommodate the widest range of media, the publishers or Eartb 
Interactions plan to produce text structured in SGML, with graphics and 
data conforming to standards that can be linked to the SGML format. 
They are exploring a number of Internet-specific standards for deliver
ing various media, Including Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and 
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME). 

Because the final format for Earth Interactions has yet to be decided, 
the software and hardware requirements for subscriben have not been 
worked out. Subscribers will certainly need an Internet-connected com
puter workstation with a graphical user interface. However, to keep 
user support costs at a minimum, the publishers hope to use one of the 
growing number of off-the-shelf or public-domain document viewing 
software packages that can work with SGML files. 

Given its potential for fast, interactive, multimedia exchange of ideas 
and data, Earth Interactions represents a more advanced stage in the 
evolution of the electronic science journal. As its publishers work to 
bring it from vision to reality, we are challenged to get ready for the 
transformation. 

AUTHOR'S NOTE 
Since the time chis article was prepared. we have seen the announcement of 

a new network science journal that offers full lex! ond eraphics via the World
Wide Web. The Electronic journal of ComblnotoriCJ. a refereed journal coYering 
discrete machematics. is available for v;ewine usinc MOSAIC or another Web 
browser (URL: http:llejc.math.iatech.ed11:8080ljourna/ljournalhome.html). This 
newly-announced title takes us one step closer to realizinJ the viscmaries' revo
lutionary e-journal. 

record for The Electronic Journal of 
Differential Equations, with full 
access information and system 
requirements. 

Currently, network science journals 
are delivered in one of two ways: 

ondary option. Secondary delivery by 
another online system, or by com· 
puter disk, CD-ROM, or print may 
also be available. Examples include 
Electronics Letters Online, the 
Online Journal of Current Clinical 
Trials, and the newly-announced 
Earth Interactions. 

In the science indexes and 
abstracts, access to the network jour
nal literature is still pretty limited. 
Both Index Medicus and Biological 
Abstracts cover the Online Journal 
of Current Clinical Trials. Physics 
Abstracts and Computer and Control 
Abstracts selectively index the Journal 
of Computing in Higher Education. 
These examples represent the minor· 
ity, however. Publishers have a long 
way to go in assuring reliable biblio
graphic access to their network 
journals. 

WHAT YOU WILL NEED TO 
ACCESS AND USE NETWORK 
SCIENCE JOURNALS 

At this stage, publishers are exper· 
imenting with all facets of submis
sion, production, delivery, presenta· 
tion, and storage to develop a 
marketable, cost-effective or cost
beneficial network science journal. 
AB users of the information, we are 
mostly interested in the factors 
determining how we will access and 
use network science journals; namely, 
how the information is delivered, 
and in what formats it is presented 
and stored. 

L Articles are delivered to a network 
node and stored there as files of text 
and/or images (e.g., Florida 
Enomologist, Ulam Quarterly, and 
others). 
2. Articles are delivered to a network 
node for use online, with downloading 
or printing, if available, as a sec-

Presentation And 
Storage Formats 

Currently used formats for presen· 
tation and storage fall into three 
principal categories: 
L A complete print article may be 
scanned and stored as bit-mapped 
images in encapsulated postscript 
format (Florida Entomologist). 
2. Articles may be captured inparts, 
with the text available as an ASCII or 
TeX file and the images in one of the 
many graphics formats, such as 
Graphic Interchange Format <GIF>, 
(Journal of Statistics Education). 
3. Article texts a.re encoded with tags 
usable by a variety of applications. This 
more sophisticated category includes 
the markup formats LaTex, Stan
dardized General Markup Language 
(SGML), or Hypertext Markup Lan· 
guage (HTML). Markup specifies the 
fields llSed for retrieval in online 
searching or the codes that drive a 
typesetter. It may also show the points 
of the document that are linked to 

----. -., -~- ---- . --·- -- . ---------·-· -----------·--------
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other documents, useful in a hypertext 
or hypermedia system. 

This latter category, not yet in wide 
use among network science journals, 
holds the greatest transformational 
potential. Using markup formats, 
publishers can create a logically
structured text that is flexible enough 
to accommodate the range of current 
applications and future ones as they 
develop. As noted by Susan Hockey, 
in her paper presented to the 1992 
Symposium on Scholarly Publishing 
on the Electronic Networks, spon
sored by the Association of Research 
Libraries (6]: 

In a fully electronic world, a standard 
format which can be used for many dif
ferent purposes provides a way forward 
which will pay back the investment in it 
and yield terts which will be usable for 
many years. 

For network science journals, one 
of the most promising markup for
mats is Hypertext Markup Language 
<HTML), which structures docu
ments with hypermedia links. HTML
formatted journals can be accessed 

and used on the Internet through the 
World-Wide Web, with graphical 
browsers such as Mosaic, Cello, or 
MacWeb, or text-only browsers such 
as LYNX. 

There is evidence that publishers 
are ready to experiment with HTML
formatted journals. In a recent e· 
mail message James Powell writes, 
"We are working our way toward 
creating hypertext versions of vari
ous titles we (The Scholarly Com
munications Project) publish ... " He 
invites visitors to look at some pro· 
totypes (of nonscience journals): 
point a World Wide Web client to 
borg. Lib. vt. edu. (Editor's Note: 
For more in.formation, see the article 
by Powell in the February 1994 issue 
of DATABASE, "Aduentures With 
the World Wide Web: Creating a 
Hypertext Library Information Sys
tem,• pp. 59-66. -PH) Keith Seitter 
of the American Meteorological 
Society indicates that the publishers 
of Earth Interactions are also look
ing into HTML formats for their 
newly-announced network journal, 
Earth Interactions. 

Technical Requirements 
As publishers continue to experi

ment with methods for delivering, pre
senting, and storing their journals, 
standards will most likely emerge to 
make access and use more routine. 
Until that time, however, those inter
ested in using network science journals 
face a confusing and complicated array 
of technical requirements. Basic 
requirements are as follows: 
1. Internet Access: At a minimum, 
dial-up access to an Internet node is 
needed to retrieve (by FI'P, gopher, 
electronic mail) the flies corresponding 
to the desired articles. The user then 
must be able to download them to a per· 
sonal computer for viewing or printing. 

For the journals used online, 
direct Internet access is almost 
always necessary either through a 
local area network or a serial (SLIP 
or PPP) connection. For those jour
nals available on the World-Wide 
Web, dial-up access is adequate for 
reading textual information online, 
using the text-only browser, LYNX. 
2. Hardware: Users require a personal 
computer and a modem or network .. 
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Profile-The Florida Entomologist: 
An Experiment In Parallel Publishing 

With a vision or global, ~. <DMenient and free aa:;ea to sdentllic b-a
ture. !he Florida Entomelop::ai Society (FES) has d-it>ped a prototype sr-n 
fa- discributi'C their peer-nMewed joumlll, The Florida Enl:omolaglllt. over !he 
Internet 1'8J. w~ widi the Florida Center or Ubraty Automalion (Fa.A). !he 
Society is ev.11~ various formats fa- pwentFc. staq and distrilUlrc !heir 
joumd by electronic network. 

Florida Entomologist 76( l) March, 1993 

,--.,----,---·1 .. r---,--~ 

so 18·c ~:3J+2.41x 
At this early qe, the pubMshen use a format and dellvay method easily 

iMlilable to most researchers and libraries. They encode al1icles in encapsu· 
lated PostScript, an ASCII-based pagemaklng language that can be viewed wilh 
PostScript -viewing software or pmted on PostScrlpt-capable pmters. They 
mount the \#ICOmpres$8d files ai: the Florida Center for Utnry AutomMioo 
(FCLA) FTP archive. Usen may retJie\le the files by anonym0\15 FTP. gopher, 
or electronic mail, and then download and view or print the articles from their 
own penonal computers. For complete inscnJCtions on retrieving. viewing or 
printing files from the Florida Entomologist O'f9I' the Internet, see their mor • 
matioNI downent 1'8J. 

In testing the Florida Entomologist protOlype. I wao lmerestecl In comparing the 
qlJillity of the articles distriJuted electr\lnk:ally widi the prn ~ of the jou"· 
nal. I was even more curious to see if I ci:Ud actually do the entire test-from FTP 
to print-ilh the average equipment in my office, in a reasonable amount of time. 

Using a M.acintodl II-ix willl a h:ardwnd connection to the ~VAX 8800 
(willl dala transmission 1f)eeds of 19200 baud), I~ tlM!nl arUde5 of !he 
Florida Entomologist by FTP and tr.lllSferred them to my Mac usi1g Macl<ermit. 
Wllhout PostScript viewirc software. I had to download the fhs dredly to the 
Apple l.aserWriUlr (with 2M 8 memory) for prlntng. The article presented in this 
profile was Ha• and Owrry's six·pace article ~ wireworms willl four graphs. 
retrieved• file fe76p I SS.eps. 

The resuks of my rest were mixed. On !he posi!Ple side, !he high-quality out· 
put was comparable tn tltat of the print journal figtre 3 shoYYs a sample pase with 
text and graphics, printed from file fe76p 155.eps. 

On die negative side, however, was the time nea!SHI)' to retrieve and print 
each article. It toolt less than ten minutes to FTP and tninsfer each file. and less 
than two minutes to print two te)(t-only pages. However. printing a page 
conoiining graphs, u shown in Figure 3, tool!. ao1er thlny minutes. Given the 
current format for !hi$ electronic joumal-Qrge enQPSUl;ited POltScript ftles 
that are diffiallt to view and paWly slow to print-I can't foresee o wide
spread accepcance amorig researchen or ibraries any time soon. 

Neverlhelesli, the pvblishers of The Florida Entomologist are optimiStic about 
developing an electronic product thai: parallels, and possi>ly supplanc:s, their print 
jcunal. In their .;ision statement. ~predict that • ... extnipolation d pr..-.t 
crends in hardware, software. and mation networi<s suggesu 1hat unMnal 
electronic publishing al soc;iety~ sciendllc journals could be adlieYed n 
lessdian ten years• [8]. Perhaps the joumal, in its arrent impleml!!Uion. willn.m 
out to be an importilnt first step n realzilg this vision. 

60 

40 

connection and a high-resolution mon
it-Or and/or laser printer. Connection 
speeds of at least 9600 baud are 
advised to accommodate large graph
ics files. The uJtimate quality of the 
articles received will depend on I.he 
quality of I.he user's output device. The 
computer and printer shouJd also have 
sufficient memory t-0 accommodate 
very large files, reaching sizes up to 
lMBormore. 

the user's computer. The OCLC jour
nals use the graphical user interface 
GUIDON, available to journal sub
scribers as part of the subscription 
price. The publishers of Earth Inter
actions are evaluating commonly 
available graphic interfaces, such 
as MOSAIC. 

3. Software: Dial-up Internet users 
require standard telecommunications 
software and applications for uncom
pressing and translating various st.-Or
age formats. For files retrieved and 
downloaded, you will need one or more 
applications for local display or print
ing. Several off-the-shelf packages, 
such as Aldus Pagemaker, Micro
soft Word, and Adobe Illustrator, can 
import EncapsuJated PostScript, TIFF, 
and other image formats. 

For journals used online, a graphi
cal user interface must be loaded on 
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Even in this early evolutionary 
stage, it is clear that subscribers 
to network journals will require 
advanced, expensive technology to 
access and use the information. 
Going to a purely electronic means 
of production and publicaUon may 
save money and time for the pub
lisher, leading t-0 reduced subscrip
tion prices; but it will translate to 
additional costs in hardware, soft
ware, telecommunications costs and 
training for subscribers and libraries. 
Therefore, what we may see is not a 
net gain in savings for libraries, 
but rather a shift in how the money 
is spent. 

FUTURE TRENDS 
The rate at which network jour

nals will continue to grow and 
whether they will ever supplant 
the print journal are matters of 
debate. A cautious prediction comes 
from Charles Bailey, writing in 
Information Technology and Libraries 
[6]. He predicts that electronic seri
als will not supplant print journals 
in the next ten years, but may 
"become an increasingly important 
parallel form of communication." 
The editors of Postmodern Culture, 
Eyal Amiran, Elaine Orr, and John 
Unsworth, predict in Advances in 
Library Automation and Networking, 
that the trend in electronic journal 
publishing will continue due to eco
nomical and technological factors. 
They also believe that print journals 
will begin to move in the direction of 
electronic publishing as well (7]. 
Equally optimistic is Anne Okerson, 
who predicts that by 1995, academics .. 
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Profile-Electronics Letters Online 

Electronia Letters Onlne (ELO) is the elearonic venlon of Elearcnla 
Letters. a peer-reviewed biweekly title from the Institution of Electrical 
Engineer$ (IEE). ELO offers the same brief res~h anic;le;,i published in 
Electronics l..etten, but that is where the similarity ends. 

Users can prinl locally, send by mall or fax, or-specific: documencs in SGML, 
text or other formats. lndudi'lg a Vi1riety of outpue options. to meet each user's 
tastes, reflects the thoudttful design of this ~· 

More database than journal, ELO combines the best of fuR·text warching. 
hypenext navigation. and the speed and currency of network·based infomiatioo 
with a high-quality, llill'Sy-to-use interface. Hyperlinks between text. figures. 
equations, and ..-.nces let subscribers find information quickly and easily. 

Online searchers will find the search ercirie and indeiting in ELO to be fnt· 
rate. Boolean, keyword and proximity searching caver over 20 fields, Includ
ing an "all" index and a basic index comprising the title, abstract, and IEE 
descriptors. 

Subscribers of Electronics Letters Online must me« several han:lwate and 
software requiremercs. For full functionaHty. they must uw GUI DON, OCLC's 
graphical user proprietary interlace, while runni'lg Microsoft Windows 3. I on a 
386 or higher per$OOal computer. The computer must be directly connected to 
the Internet by eithm- network or SUP connection or have modem access to 
OCLC at 9600 baud. The subscription price covers the interlace and unlimited 
access to the journal. 

Among the most powerful features of ELO are iu seamleu links to other 
sources of online infOlmiltion. For example, while displaying the full text of an 
article the UHi" may select, from the reference list, addltlonal articles to be 
searched in IEE's bibliographic dittabase. INSPEC. Instantly, a window opens, 
displaying the complete bibliographic record and indeiting for each selected 
artickl. Users may also open windows showing notifications of subsequent 
c:OtTespondence or errata related to the displayed article. These featlles 
demonstrate some of the unique capabilities of the network journal. 

Electronics Letters Online falls somewhere betwea1 Okerson's conseivative 
and revolutionary visions. ctrnbining information derived from the print 
medium with the enhanced functlonality of electronic: fonnating and access and 
the powerful Interconnectivity of network infommion. k will be interesting to 
- If the valued-added features of ELO will e11entually send the print Electronics 
Letters into extinction. 

NOTE: Two other science joutnals olfa acceWl:le usitig OCLC's Guldoo itl!etface ore 
the Onrme journal of Wr¢nt Cllnk:ol Trials (O}CCT) and the Online }oornal of 
Knowledee S~tllesi$ (Of Nursinf. Anathet journal, ~ied Physia l.etters Online. will be 
cwoilol>le in January 1995. Nit a complete discuuion of O}CCT and GUIDON, see 
Andrea Keyflanl's oftide in the Febtuary 1993 iuue a(OATABASE £9). 

Output options in ELO ind.Ide the standard bibliographic formats, keyword 
in context, fuR text, table of contents, INSPEC-style tagged records, and more. 

will produce over 100 peer-reviewed 
electronic journals, and that by the 
year 2000, the market for "serious 
academic journals• will be split close 
to 50/50 between paper publication 
and its electronic alternatives (2). 
Though differences in opinion are 
widespread, those interested in 
scholarly communication-scientists, 
learned societies, academic institu
tions, commercial publishers, and 
libraries-seem to agree that the time 
is right to begin experimenting with 
and evaluating network journals. 

Through a process of trial and error, 
and through the natural selection of 
format, delivery and access modes, a 
population of highly-evolved science 
journals will emerge, able to take 
fullest advantage of the network 
environment. They will be produced 
quickly, efficiently, and cost-effec
tively, alleviating today's serials crisis. 
And just as importantly, they will per
mit scientists to fully express and 
exchange their ideas and research 
results, in a format most comfortable 
and effective for their particular spe
cialties. In this way, network science 
journals will transform the way scien
tists communicate and, ultimately, the 
way knowledge is created. 
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